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Introduction

The Universal Description Discovery and Integration (UDDI) specification provides a platform-independent way of describing services, discovering businesses, and integrating business services using the Internet. The UDDI data structures provide a framework for the description of basic business and service information, and architects an extensible mechanism to provide detailed service access information using any standard description language. Many such languages exist in specific industry domains and at different levels of the protocol stack. The Web Services Description Language (WSDL) is a general purpose XML language for describing the interface, protocol bindings and the deployment details of network services. WSDL complements the UDDI standard by providing a uniform way of describing the abstract interface and protocol bindings of arbitrary network services. The purpose of this document is to clarify the relationship between the two, describe how WSDL can be used to help create UDDI business service descriptions.

Relevant UDDI Structures

As an aid to understanding the sections ahead, we provide here a brief overview of two UDDI data structures that are particularly relevant to the use of WSDL in the context of a UDDI registry: the tModel, also known as the service type definition, and the businessService. Refer to [1] for additional information.

tModels

tModels provide the ability to describe compliance with a specification, a concept, or a shared design. tModels have various uses in the UDDI registry. We are interested here in the use of tModels to represent technical specifications like wire protocols, interchange formats and sequencing rules. When a particular specification is registered with the UDDI repository as a tModel, it is assigned a unique key, which is then used in the description of service instances to indicate compliance with the specification.

The businessService

Services are represented in UDDI by the businessService data structure, and the details of how and where the service is accessed are provided by one or more nested bindingTemplate structures.
A bindingTemplate specifies a network endpoint address (in the accessPoint element) and a stack of tModels describing the service.

```xml
<businessService>
  (...)
  <bindingTemplates>
    <bindingTemplate>
      (...)
      <accessPoint urlType="http"> http://www.etc.com/</accessPoint>
      <tModelInstanceDetails>
        <tModelInstanceInfo tModelKey="...">
        </tModelInstanceInfo>
      </tModelInstanceDetails>
    </bindingTemplate>
  (...)
  </bindingTemplates>
</businessService>
```

**WSDL Service Descriptions**

WSDL service descriptions can be structured in multiple ways. However, if the reusable information is separated from the information that is specific to a given service instance, the use of WSDL and UDDI together becomes particularly simple. This section explains how WSDL enables this form of document organization. Additional details can be found in [2].

**Structure of WSDL Service Descriptions**

The import element in WSDL allows the separation of elements of the description of a service into two parts, referred to here as “service interface definition” and “service implementation definition” WSDL service information. Typically, information common to a certain category of business services, such as message formats, portTypes (abstract interfaces), and protocol bindings, are included in the reusable portion, while information pertaining to a particular service endpoint (i.e., port definition) is included in the service implementation definition portion. Within the context of UDDI we will be concerned only with the reusable portion of the WSDL service information.

**Authoring UDDI Service Descriptions**

We now consider how WSDL can support the creation of UDDI businessService entries. We summarize the process in three major steps.

1. The first step is to create the WSDL service interface definition. Typically, industry groups will define a set of service types, and describe them with one or more service interface definition WSDL documents. The service interface definition will include service interfaces and protocol bindings, and will be made publicly available. The WSDL service interface definitions are then registered as UDDI tModels; the overviewDoc field in each new tModel will point to the corresponding WSDL document (see Section: “tModels for WSDL service interface definitions” for details). We refer to such tModels as “wsdlSpec tModels”.

2. Next, programmers will build services that conform to the industry standard service definitions. Either manually or using appropriate UDDI-aware tooling, programmers will retrieve the tModel
description of the industry standard definition, and (following the overviewDoc link) obtain the corresponding WSDL definition document. WSDL-aware tooling, in turn, can help generate an implementation that supports the standard interfaces and bindings.

3. Finally, the new service must be deployed and registered in the UDDI repository. Either manually or using WSDL and UDDI-aware tooling, a UDDI businessService data structure is created, and then registered. Typically when using WSDL and UDDI-aware tools, service deployment information (some type of “deployment descriptor” document) will be generated at that same time.

The information contained in the new businessService references the implemented standards and provides additional deployment details:

- A bindingTemplate is created for each service access endpoint. The network address of the access point is encoded in the accessPoint element.
- One tModelInstanceInfo is created in the bindingTemplate for each tModel that is relevant to the service end point being described, in particular, for every wsdlSpec tModel that defines interfaces and bindings supported by the service.

Registering and Referencing WSDL Definitions in UDDI

The development and registration of services described in the previous section assumes that some WSDL service information is registered or embedded in the UDDI registry. In this section we provide a more detailed explanation of how this information is embedded and referenced in UDDI. We focus on two aspects of this problem:

1. Registration of WSDL service interface definitions as UDDI tModels.
2. Reference to reusable wsdlSpec tModels in bindingTemplates.

tModels for WSDL Service Interface Definitions

WSDL service interface definitions are intended to describe many service instances, and it is consequently natural to register them as tModels. In the case when the description comprises more than one WSDL document, one tModel should be created for each. Each such tModel must be classified, using the uddi-org:types taxonomy, as being of type “wsdlSpec” and must have an overviewDoc whose overviewURL points to the relevant WSDL document. An example is outlined below.

```xml
<ntModel authorizedName="..." operator="..." tModelKey="...">
  <name>StockQuote Service</name>
  <description xml:lang="en">WSDL description of a standard stock quote service interface</description>
  <overviewDoc>
    <description xml:lang="en">WSDL source document.</description>
    <overviewURL>http://stockquote-defineds/stq.wsdl</overviewURL>
  </overviewDoc>
  <categoryBag>
    <keyedReference tModelKey="uuid:ClACF26D-9672-4404-9D70-39B756E62AB4"
      keyName="uddi-org:types"
      keyValue="wsdlSpec"/>
  </categoryBag>
</ntModel>
```
When a tModel refers to a WSDL document as in this example, it refers to the entire content of the document, including all of its bindings. It is often convenient to have a tModel refer to a single binding. This may be accomplished by having the overviewURL contain as a fragment identifier [4] the name of the binding. For example, the overviewURL above could have been coded as

```
<overviewURL>
  http://stockquote-definitions/stq.wsd1#StockQuoteSoapBinding
</overviewURL>
```

to make the tModel refer specifically to the StockQuoteSoapBinding.

**UDDI Binding Templates and wsdlSpec tModels**

tModellInstanceInfo structures in the bindingTemplate use the tModelKey attribute to refer to the technical specifications that are required to interact with that service endpoint. When WSDL and UDDI are used together, the tModel referred to should be one of type wsdlSpec, that is, one whose overviewDoc is a WSDL service interface definition, as explained in the previous section. One tModellInstanceInfo structure must be created for each wsdlSpec tModel containing standard definitions that are relevant to the service being defined.

**Example**

We consider here a modified version of the example presented in Section 1.2 of the WSDL specification [2] to illustrate the mapping presented in the previous section. For simplicity, we will assume that the WSDL service interface definition consists of only one document, which contains type, message, portType, and binding definitions. The WSDL service interface definition is given below:

```xml
<?xml version="1.0"?>
<definitions name="StockQuote"

targetNamespace="http://example.com/stockquote.wsd1"
xlns:tns="http://example.com/stockquote.wsd1"
xlns:xsd="http://example.com/stockquote.xsd"
xlns:soap="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/"
xlns="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/wsd1/">

<types>
  <schema targetNamespace="http://example.com/stockquote.xsd"
    xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema">
    <element name="TradePriceRequest">
      <complexType>
        <all>
          <element name="tickerSymbol" type="string"/>
        </all>
      </complexType>
    </element>

    <element name="TradePrice">
      <complexType>
        <all>
          <element name="price" type="float"/>
        </all>
      </complexType>
    </element>

    <message name="GetLastTradePriceInput">
      <part name="body" element="xsd1:TradePriceRequest"/>
    </message>

    <message name="GetLastTradePriceOutput">
      <part name="body" element="xsd1:TradePriceResponse"/>
    </message>

  </schema>
</types>
</definitions>
```
Assuming that we place the WSDL service interface definition at http://example.com/stockquote.wsdl, the corresponding tModel would be published as follows:

```
<definitions>

<message name="GetLastTradePriceOutput">
    <part name="body" element="xsd1:TradePrice"/>
</message>

<portType name="StockQuotePortType">
    <operation name="GetLastTradePrice">
        <input message="tns:GetLastTradePriceInput"/>
        <output message="tns:GetLastTradePriceOutput"/>
    </operation>
</portType>

<binding name="StockQuoteSoapBinding" type="tns:StockQuotePortType">
    <soap:binding style="document" transport="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/http"/>
    <operation name="GetLastTradePrice">
        <input>
            <soap:body use="literal"
                namespace="http://example.com/stockquote.xsd"
                encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding"/>
        </input>
        <output>
            <soap:body use="literal"
                namespace="http://example.com/stockquote.xsd"
                encodingStyle="http://schemas.xmlsoap.org/soap/encoding"/>
        </output>
    </operation>
</binding>

</definitions>
```
The bindingTemplate structure of the service would then be published such that its tModelInstanceInfo references the tModel of the WSDL service interface definition above:

```xml
<businessService businessKey="..." serviceKey="...">
  <name>StockQuoteService</name>
  <description>(...)</description>
  <bindingTemplates>
    <bindingTemplate>
      (...)
      <accessPoint urlType="http">
        http://example.com/stockquote
      </accessPoint>
      <tModelInstanceDetails>
        <tModelInstanceInfo tModelKey="...">
          (...)
        </tModelInstanceInfo>
        <tModelInstanceDetails>
      </tModelInstanceDetails>
    </bindingTemplate>
  </bindingTemplates>
</businessService>
```
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